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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the performance of the Heat Pump Water Heater (HPWH) in warm-up and recovery at different
draw rates and draw amount. Performance is evaluated based on COPsys and Recovery Efficiency as measure.
Results show that the recovery efficiency is proportional to draw amount. With increase of draw rate, stratification
worsens causing lower recovery efficiency. This paper also presents numerical investigations to validate the
influence of draw rate and analyze the influence of baffle, nozzle and inlet position on tank stratification by ThreeDimensional Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) methods. CFD results are confirmed with the experimental data
indicating that higher draw rate destroys the tank stratification. Thermal performance of HPWH systems is strongly
influenced by the thermal stratification in the water tank. The simulation results also show that the baffle, nozzle and
inlet position helps preserving the stratification in the water tank. A dimensionless coefficient, the MIX number,
ranging from 0 to 1, with 0 representing a perfectly stratified tank and 1 representing a fully mixed tank, has been
used to characterize the tank stratification level.

1. INTRODUCTION
The heat pump water heaters (HPWHs) are increasingly used for residential heating applications. The heat pump
water heaters offer higher efficiencies than the conventional electric resistance water heaters, and reduces the
environmental impact. Therefore, energy efficient water heating is the significant component to achieve energy
saving goals.
One of the questions is to find a good design that would provide good efficiency at various user patterns - when
using different amount of water or at different water flow rate. After certain amount of hot water has been used and
replaced with cold water in a certain flow rate, how much electricity to take the HPWH bring the water temperature
in the tank back to temperature before consumption and how does the water usage amount and draw rate affect the
performance and efficiency becomes the important factor.

2. EXPERIMENTATION
2.1 Description of the Prototype and the Facility
Figure 1 and Figure 2 illustrate a schematic drawing of the HPWH system and the experimental setup. It is a
modified facility from Li and Hrnjak (2018). The experimental facility is instrumented on the base of a residential
heat pump water heater unit, which contains an evaporator, a low-pressure side accumulator, a back pressure
reciprocating compressor, an electronic expansion valve, a wrap-around coil condenser, and a water tank. R134a
was chosen as the refrigerant and POE 22 is used for the compressor. The condenser has two parallel aluminum coil
tubes which are wrapped around the stainless-steel tank wall. The capacity of the water tank is 250 l (66 gallons).
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Figure 1: Schematic drawing of the HPWH system

Figure 2: Experimental Setup

A wind tunnel has been used to achieve the air side energy balance. The air flow velocity is obtained by measuring
the differential pressure through a nozzle in the wind tunnel. To eliminate the impact of the wind tunnel, the opening
at the end of the wind tunnel could be adjusted to obtain the atmospheric pressure exactly behind the evaporator.
Thermo
sensor
Heating/
element

Thermo
sensor
Heating/
element

Wrap,around/
condenser/coils

Figure 3: Thermo sensors and heating elements in the HPWH

Figure 4: Locations of various elements

Figure 3 shows the original design for this HPWH unit contains two immersed electric resistance heating elements
to operate instead of heat pump system when demand or temperature difference exceeds ability of the heat pump to
supply hot water. For research purpose, the heating elements have been removed, so that the water heating process
only depends on the vapor-compression cycle.
Figure 4 shows that 28 thermocouples are put in the water tank to monitor the temperature change during the
operation, 10 of them are placed vertically with 10cm interval, rest are placed horizontally at two levels: 27 and 76
cm above the bottom.

2.2 Experimental Procedures
Figures 5 shows the experimental procedures. First, fill the tank with cold water at 25 ºC, set the set-point at 50 ºC.
Then run the heat pump until it cut off automatically. A 15-minute standby period is followed by a given water draw
with constant draw rate, at the same time refill the tank with cold water to keep tank full at all time. During the draw
period, when the sensor temperature decreases to the recovery point, the heat pump will automatically restart by its
controller, the system will heat up until it reaches to the set point and will shut off again. The bottom two charts in
Figure 5 show a schematic drawing prediction of the operation. The ON and OFF represent the condition of heat
pump, and the energy given to the water which is the Qcond should be equal to the sum of energy taken from the air
and compressor energy.
As Table 1 indicates, a series of experiments have been done to investigate the effect of draw amount and draw rate
on the performance of the HPWH system.
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We first used four different draw rates to test the impact of draw rate on performance. 25 g/s (0.4 gpm), 63 g/s (1
gpm), 126 g/s (2 gpm) and 189 g/s (3 gpm), were adopted. The draw rate is variable while other parameters and
conditions stay constant during the experiments.
Then we performed five tests under different draw amounts to compare the performance of the HPWH system. 57
liter, 144 liter, 152 liter, 190 liter and 250 liter. The draw amount is variable while other parameters and conditions
stay constant during the experiment.

Figure 5: Experimental procedures
Table 1: Experiment conditions on the effect of draw amount and draw rate
Draw amount Draw rate Draw amount
Draw rate
Test #
[liter]
[g/s]
[gallon]
[gallon/min]
1
25
0.4
2
63
1
152
40
3
126
2
4
189
3
5
6
3
7
8

250
190
152
114
57

126

66
50
40
30
15

2

2.3 Analysis Method
In order to evaluate the recovery performance, two definitions are introduced here: Industry defined “Recovery
Efficiency” to evaluate the recovery performance from the water side.
!"#$%&#"' =
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To calculate the energy delivered at water outlet, M is the mass of the volume drawn and delta T is the average
temperature difference between the outlet and inlet during the draw.
The electricity input to HPWH system the overall input work to the water heater from the start of the draw to the
recovery end.
At the same time, COPsystem is defined as the ratio of condensing capacity and electricity input to HPWH system.
!"#$%$&'( =
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Therefore, the refrigerant side performance could be investigated and examined whether they remain the same or
have other relationships.
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2.4 Results
Figure 6 shows the vertical temperature change during recovery period, measured at 152 l, 126 g/s (2 gpm). We
measured the temperature on equally vertical interval from the draw start to the recovery end. The gradient color
from blue to red represents 10 vertical thermocouples mounted from bottom to the top in the tank.
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Figure 6: Vertical temperature change during recovery period,
Figure 7: Location of each draw amount
measured at 152 l, 126 g/s (2 gpm)
and defination of Tbottom tank
The temperature difference among each vertical interval indicates the stratification. The wrapped around tank
condenser design allows for efficient heat transfer between the refrigerant system and water, this helps maintain tank
stratification since the cold inlet water stays at the bottom of the tank and hot water is drawn from the top of the
tank. This stratification results in a higher sustained outlet water temperature.
As Figure 7 shows, we define Tbottom tank as the arithmetic average temperature from T1 to T5 that inside the wrapped
around condenser area. Since the condensing temperature relies on the water temperature, Tbottom tank is a significant
factor to analyze system performance.
2.4.1 Effect of draw amount on HPWH performance:
Figure 8 shows the temperature
change under constant draw rate at 5
different draw amount. For 57 liter
water draw, it could be noticed that
there are 10 flat temperature lines
with only T3 slightly increasing. This
indicates little effect of the natural
convection in the tank, as well as a
good stratification. Because of the
small draw amount and steady
stratification, the sensor cannot touch
the fresh water that cool enough to
restart the heat pump. For the other
four draw amounts, red dashed lines
indicate the time when the heat pump
restart automatically, the heat pump
restarts at the same time with the
same draw rate. For higher draw
amount, it requires more time for
Figure 8: Vertical temperature change at constant 126 g/s (2gpm) draw rate,
water temperature to recover.
various draw amounts
When consider the Tbottom tank at the end of the draw, a cooler bottom tank is achieved at higher draw amount, as
Figure 9 shows, the cooler bottom tank results to lower condensing temperature. Another factor that affects the
performance is the height of the fresh cold water. The relationship between the height of the cold fresh water level
and the topmost condenser coil will influence the condensing temperature. Compared the fresh cold water level of
114 l with other 152 to 250 l, the water level at 114 l draw is lower than the topmost wrapped around coil. The upper
condenser coil will still conduct to the warmer water, which results in higher condensing temperature.
Figure 10 shows the instantaneous COP decreases with time. This is because as the water temperature increases, the
head pressure at the compressor discharge is high due to higher condensing temperature with time. As Figure 11
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Figure 9: The cooler bottom tank results to lower
condensing temperature
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indicates, this causes the compressor to draw more power, and the instantaneous rate of heat absorbed by the water
in the wrapped around coil condenser decreases.
Figure 12 shows the values of two evaluations COPsys and recovery efficiency. It appears that these two are the same
evaluation metrics: the condenser capacity equals to the energy delivered at outlet, and recovery efficiency equals to
the COPsys. Both recovery efficiency and COPsys increase slightly with higher water draw (there is only a 3%
efficiency increase from 114 to 250 l draw) which means that draw amount does not have a significant effect on the
HPWH performance.

152
190
40
50
Water draw [liter]

250
66

2.8

Water draw [gallon]

Figure 12: No significant effect (3%) of draw amount on
HPWH performance

2.4.2 Effect of draw rate on HPWH performance
Figure
13
shows
the
temperature
change
by
constant draw amount with
different draw rate changing
from 25 to 189 g/s (0.4 gpm to
3 gpm). It indicates that longer
time is required to recover the
temperature at increasing draw
rate. When the compressor
starts, a warmer bottom tank is
achieved at higher draw rate.
Figure 14 again validates the
statement that the condensing
temperature could be affected
by the bottom tank condition.
The higher draw rate that
remains a warmer bottom tank Figure 13: Vertical temperature measured by constant 152 l draw amount indicates a
temperature results to a higher warmer bottom tank with higher draw rate when compressor restarts
condensing temperature.
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Figures 15 and 16 show the instantaneous COP, condenser capacity and compressor power during the recovery
period. It could be read from Figure 16 that higher draw rate requires compressor to draw more power while the
condenser capacity
remains almost
the same,inthis
results to a lower instantaneous COP shows in Figure 15.
Condensing
temperature
time
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1

Figure 15: Instantaneous COP decreases with time
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Figure 16: Compressor draws more power with time and
condenser capacity decreases

Figure 17: HPWH performance decrease (14%)
with the increase of draw rate from 25 to 189 g/s
(0.4 to 3 gpm)

Figure 17 again indicates the two evaluations COPsys and recovery efficiency coincide well with each other. It shows
that with the same water draw amount, the energy delivered at the outlet remains unchanged, so the system
performance depends on how much electricity it used during the recovery period. With higher condensing
temperature, the compressor draws more power, we could see there is a 14% recovery efficiency decrease from 25
to 189 g/s (0.4 to 3 gpm), which means that in order to bring the tank water back to the same condition as at the
beginning, more electricity need to be used at higher draw rate.

2.5 Summary and Conclusions for Measurements
The warm-up and recovery performance of a novel HPWH unit has been explored and presented. Draw amount does
not affect efficiency (COP) significantly. But, still we can see that higher draw amount with all the condenser coils
conducted to the fresh water has the best recovery performance. This may indicate to the manufacturer to produce a
compact distribution of condenser coil to lower the condenser height, so that the unit could be more efficient when
the hot water demand is relatively low. By contrast, the way cold water in introduced to the HPWH really matters.
For constant draw, the draw rate is inversely proportional to recovery efficiency. Higher draw rate results in higher
condensing temperature and the recovery efficiency (COP) becomes lower.
In the analysis, the temperature at the tank bottom on Figure 8 and Figure 13 appropriately indicates the mixing and
stratification level in the water tank, it has been found that the stratification directly relates to the system
performance. In next section, the numerical simulation has been conducted to evaluate the stratification in the water
tank, aimed to validate the experiment result on draw rate as well as draw amount, and explore the effects of certain
tank designs (inlet positions, baffles and nozzles) on thermal stratification.

3. SIMULATION
3.1 Numerical Method
The following assumptions have been made in the CFD model: three-dimensional steady flow, laminar buoyancy
driven flow; the water density varies linearly with temperature, so the density change is polynomial. The geometry is
created in DESIGN MODELER and the mesh is generated in MESH, an approximately 500,000-element grid has
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been performed. Fluent 17.2 has been used as the CFD solver to obtained the temperature and velocity contour
inside the tank. Based on the assumptions that made before, governing equations are solved by using Finite Volume
Method and pressure based solver. SIMPLE (semi-implicit method for pressure-linked equations) scheme has been
applied to pressure-velocity coupling, Green-Gauss Node Based has been chosen as the gradient, and Second Order
scheme is used for the pressure accuracy. To improve the accuracy, Second Order Upwind has been applied for
momentum and energy. The convergence standard has been taken as 1e-06 for the pressure residual, and for the
continuity residual, 1e-3 has been selected. To better analyze the simulation data, CFD-Post has been used to plot
the temperature and velocity distribution to predict the stratification level in the water tank during the draw period.

3.2 Analysis Method
There are several different methods to evaluate thermal stratification in the water tank. Davison et al. (1994)
proposed a coefficient based on energy level to evaluate the tank by using “Momentum of energy” to account for
energy location.
The “momentum of energy” M is
'

!=

#$ ∙ &$

(3)

$()

where !" is the energy of each layer of the water tank.
!" = $ %" ∙ '(" ∙ ) ∙ *"
(4)
!" is the vertical distance between the center of each layer and the bottom of the tank.
A MIX number is therefore given by
!&'( )!*+',*!"# = %
(5)
!&'( )!./0
where !"#$%"& , !"#$ and !"#$ correspond to the “momentum of energy” of the actual tank, the fully stratified tank
and the fully mixed tank, respectively.
The value of MIX number ranges between 0 and 1 where 0 represents a fully stratified tank and 1 represents a fully
mixed tank.

3.3 Numerical Results
3.3.1 Effect of draw amount and draw rate:
Figure 18 illustrates the temperature contours for different draw rate from 0.15 to 0.35 m/s. With a smaller draw rate
at the constant draw amount, the bottom tank obtains more blue area and the height of mixed water is lower. This
indicates when slowly drawing the water, the cold water concentrates more at the bottom and hot water is kept in the
tank as much as possible. It coincides well with the experiment part that a warmer bottom tank would be achieved
when drawing faster, which illustrate a worse stratification in the water tank.

Figure 18: Temperature contours at different draw rates, in time during 152 l draw amount
The Mix number with time at various draw rate is plotted in Figure 19. From the figure it can be seen that the MIX
number increases with higher draw rate, which means higher draw rate destroys the stratification in the water tank so
that cold water mixes better with the original hot water. This validates the conclusion from experiment section that
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the tank obtains a warmer Tbottom tank with higher draw rate, from experiment result, this leads to higher condensing
temperature and eventuallay results to a lower system performance.
Therefore, the tank stratification is verified to be
relevent to system performance. Combing with
the experimental result, good stratification in the
tank during the draw will have better recovery
efficiency. Furthermore, in the MIX number
chart, each line represents the stratification level
at different draw amount with the same draw
rate. The decreasing MIX number with time
indicates that larger draw amount has better
Time$[min]
stratification,
this
again
validates
the
Figure 19: Higher draw rate destroys the stratification in the
experimental result of draw amount in the last
water tank
section.
3.3.2 Effect of inlet positions: Another key factor of tank stratification is the configuration of inlet position. Figure
23 shows the temperature contours at three different inlet positions: 5cm, 10cm and 15cm away from the tank
bottom. It is obvious to find that the lower inlet position has larger cold area at the bottom, and more hot water has
been kept in the tank.
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Figure 20: Temperature contours in three inlet positions, for 0.25m/s velocity at the inlet tube, in time during 152 l
total water draw amount
0.45
Figure 21 plots the MIX number for three different
0.4
inlet position, it shows higher inlet position obtains
0.35
a worse thermal stratified water tank, which means
0.3
it could be predicted that since a higher inlet
0.25
position tank mixes greater and gains higher
0.2
condensing temperature, the system performance
0.15
(recovery efficiency and COPsys) will be lower.
0.1
0.05
Therefore, the stratification of the water tank is
Time0[min]
0
directly impacted by the inlet design, the inlet
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 11 12 13
should locate as close as possible to the tank bottom
Figure 21: Lower inlet position could help maintain the
for the minimum mixing.
stratification in the water tank
3.3.3 Effect of baffle and nozzle:
Another way to control stratification is by adding additional structures. In this paper, we consider the tank
configuration with a baffle a little bit above the inlet, as well as an expanding nozzle connected to the tank inlet.
Figure 22 shows the temperature contours without baffle and nozzle, with only baffle and with only nozzle. It is
obvious to find that with baffle and with nozzle, the height of mixed water is lower, which means more hot water is
maintained in the tank. Without the baffle and nozzle, the cold water in the tank spreads more and destroys the tank
stratification more. Besides, there is a larger low-temperature area below the baffle, which indicates the baffle
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controls mixing so that cold water could be limited to a smaller area. Compared with baffle and nozzle, the tank with
nozzle remains a lower mixed water height during the draw period.

Figure 22: Temperature contours in three configurations, for 0.25m/s velocity at the inlet tube, in time during 152
liter total water draw amount (indicate less mixing with baffle or nozzle)

Figure 23: Velocity contours in three configurations, for 0.25m/s velocity at the inlet tube, in time during 152 l
total water draw amount (indicate less mixing with baffle or nozzle)
Figure 23 shows the velocity contours without baffle and nozzle, with only baffle and with only nozzle. The one
with nozzle has the smallest area while the one without neither baffle nor nozzle owns the largest area where
velocity is greater than 0, which means the one with nozzle has the lowest velocity gradient. This again indicates
nozzle could better control mixing area, so that more area in the water tank could be kept stratified.
Figure 24 plots the MIX number with
time. It indicates that the MIX number
is the lowest when the tank has a
nozzle, then the baffle, the tank without
baffle and nozzle remains the highest
MIX number. Therefore, compared
with baffle, the nozzle could better
prevent mixing and keep the
stratification in the water tank.

Figure 24: Lower MIX number shows baffle helps maintain stratification
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Notice that the MIX number is changing with time. With a constant inlet temperature, when the test is extended to a
very long time, the MIX number would approach to a uniform value and the tank would eventually draw near to the
same consolidated temperature.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The result shows that recovery efficiency or COPsys can be used to characterize the HPWH performance and results
coincide well with each other. Figure 12 indicates that both recovery efficiency and COPsys are proportional to draw
amount. More time is required for the tank to recover after higher draw amount. But in general, draw amount does
not influence the HPWH performance significantly. In contrast, water tank mixes greater with higher draw rate,
therefore in Figure 17, draw rate is inversely proportional to recovery efficiency and COPsys.
To better understand the mixing and stratification in the water tank, the 3D CFD simulation has been used as an
effective tool to investigate the impact of the water tank design options. As the numerical result that presented in this
paper, by using MIX number as the evaluation index, Figure 24 shows that the water stratification maintained better
with the baffle or inlet nozzle in the tank, meanwhile in Figure 19 and 21, higher draw rate and higher inlet position
affect the water stratification.
Besides, the size of the storage tank, the unit’s control logic and the inlet air temperature also play significant roles
in the performance of a HPWH in high demand situations in terms of both energy efficiency and hot water delivery.
Optimizing the control logic will improve their performance and be vital to longevity of this emerging technology.

NOMENCLATURE
Abbreviation:
COP
coefficient of performance
CFD
computational fluid dynamics
HPWH heat pump water heater
EEV
electronic expansion valve
gpm
gallon per minute

Symbol:
Q
capacity
(kW)
W
power
(kW)
ρ
density
(kg/m3)
T
temperature
(K)
Ei
energy
(J)
V
volume
(m3)
y
vertical distance (m)
cp
specific heat capacity
(kJ/kg K)
M
momentum of energy
(J m)
N
number of tank layers
η
efficiency

Subscript:
r
refrigerant
i
tank layer
str
stratified
mix
mixed
comp compressor
cond
condenser
in
inlet
out
outlet
sys
system
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